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Answer the questions. 

1. Which word has the prefix dis- and the suffix -ful? _______________________

2. How many long vowel sounds are in the word resourceful? _______________________

3. In the word defenseless, the letter e makes how many different sounds? _______________________

4. Which four-syllable word ends with the suffix -ous? _______________________

Write a spelling word for each definition. 

5. able to be touched or felt  _______________________

6. very attractive, often in a flashy way _______________________

7. panting or gasping for breath  _______________________

8. existing in large numbers  _______________________

Fill in the missing letters to complete the spelling word.

9.  i __ d __ __ t r __ __ t __ b __ e hint: impossible to break or destroy

10.  m __ r __ __ l __ __ s  hint: astonishing

11.  u __ a __ __ __ l __ b l __ hint: not possible to get or use

12.  b __ i __ __ f __ l  hint: full of happiness

adorable
ridiculous
indestructible 
eligible 
insightful
glamorous
regardless 

 admirable 
 numerous 
 divisible 
 marvelous
 resourceful 
 disrespectful 
 unavailable

tangible 
blissful 
reliable 
defenseless
relentless
breathless

Spelling Words Review Words

adjoining 
accommodate
alliance 

knowledgeable 
instantaneous

Challenge Words
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Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box. 

13.  During math class we had to determine if each number was _______________________ by five.

14.  Nyla always has room for dessert, _______________________ of how much she ate.

15.  Mr. Barlow gave an _______________________ speech that helped Ava solve her problem.

16.  Is our class _______________________ to enter the door decorating contest?

17.  Dad gave in to Liam’s _______________________ complaining and he picked him up.

18.  Mika was a _______________________ friend and I knew I could always count on her if I  
  needed help.

19.  I wanted to get the _______________________ stuffed animal, but I didn’t have enough money.

20.  A very _______________________ quality about Mrs. Smith is that she never gives up.

Answer the questions. 

21.		Which	review	word	has	the	/ ī/	sound?	 	 	________________________

22.  In the word accommodate, the letter a makes how many  
  different sounds?   ________________________

23.  Which review word has the original (not absorbed) form of the  
  prefix ad-?   ________________________

24.  Which challenge word has five syllables?   ________________________

25.  Which challenge word has the /j/ sound?   ________________________

eligible
insightful

regardless
adorable

admirable
reliable

divisible
relentless 
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disrespectful

one

three

ridiculous

tangible

glamorous

breathless

numerous

  n    e  s     u  c    i      l

    a   v  e  o  u

   n     v  a  i   a     e

    l    s  s    u
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adorable
ridiculous
indestructible 
eligible 
insightful
glamorous
regardless 
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alliance

 
two

 
adjoining

instantaneous

knowledgeable

divisible

regardless

insightful

eligible

relentless

reliable

adorable

admirable
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eligible
insightful

regardless
adorable

admirable
reliable

divisible
relentless 


